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Abstract

With its broad spectrum of cults and coexisting religions Graeco-Roman antiquity seems, at first glance, to be the embodiment of religious freedom. Yet, a closer analysis shows that a concept of tolerance or the idea of religious freedom did not exist. Political institutions could easily suppress religious practices that were regarded as offensive. Fighting against the oppression of Christians appears to have increased under the influence of oecumenical paganism during the reign of the Severans. In this time, the Christian thinker Tertullian discovered and articulated the concept of religious freedom. However, he did not do so emphatically and the concept was not very successful in antiquity. With the Christianization of the Roman Empire it disappeared soon, although its rediscovery in later epochs contributed heavily to the formation of the European norm of religious freedom.
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Introduction

Religious tolerance is a normative concept of seminal importance for the self-perception of modern societies; freedom of religion features among the human rights stipulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Thus, both appear to be accepted as concepts of global importance based on a European tradition. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to define what the normative consequences of this concept are. In a minimalistic interpretation tolerance means that members, namely powerful members of a given society, agree to renounce on violence or suppression despite fundamental differences. Some modern philosophers would add that tolerance can or should also be based on mutual respect or even esteem. Tolerance as a way of dealing with people that are disliked is deeply connected with the idea of freedom of religion, which, however, is an individual right. Their complicated, twisted history is a central narrative of progress in modern western historiography. As we shall see Graeco-Roman antiquity was formative for this concept, but in an intricate way.

Let me sum up the master narrative very briefly: The medieval ›Dark Ages‹, so we are told, were shaped by Christians suppressing whatever they perceived as heresy, sometimes by brutal force. With the protestant reformation freedom of confession was claimed, but also fought. Confessional wars broke out, which were often characterized by outbursts of cruel violence. After centuries of struggle and suppression and many failed attempts to find a solution, the idea of tolerance and the concept of individual religious liberty asserted themselves as a result of the Enlightenment and developed into a basic concept of European identity still held today. Thus, religious liberty of the individual as well as governmental tolerance in regard to individuals and religious communities are among the achievements of European history that have been acquired during a long process of learning and every state that wants to join the European community is expected to ensure them.

The master narrative also makes passing reference to other societies who are attested to have ›already‹ been tolerant, such as India under Ashoka in the third century BC; it also mentions the Moghul Empire under Akhbar in the 16th century, a time in which European states were divided by confessional wars. Another case in point seems to be pre-Christian Graeco-Roman antiquity, interpreted as the first step of European history. Classical antiquity was celebrated in various European societies when tolerance came to the fore; the freedom, the plurality, and the colorfulness of antiquity seemed to constitute a glittering contrast to gloomy Christian ages and the tolerance of polytheism shone magnificently against the backdrop of intolerant monotheism.

The pagan world indeed appears to be the embodiment of religious freedom. Every modern visitor to an ancient town will be overwhelmed by the variety of cult places for Jupiter, Juno, Serapis, the Great Mother, and other gods. They seem to coexist in complete peacefulness. It is still more impressive to see that Romans accepted and integrated cults of former enemies such as Isis, the Egyptian goddess who had been revered by the odious Cleopatra. The Romans did not even ban
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1 GARNSEY (1984) 1. In contrast to Garnsey, FOSTER (2003) (= FOSTER [2013]), who pursues the theme from antiquity until modernity, underlines the importance of respect or estimation in concepts of tolerance; for the history of the concept cf. BEISER/SCHREINER (1990); SCHLÜTER/GRÖTKER (1999).

2 CSÁKY (1992); HEINIG (2008); TYRELL (2010).
the cult of Mithras, a god of Persian background, although the Persian Empire was the prime enemy of Rome for centuries. Against this background, the Christianization of the Roman Empire seems to be a turning point: the plurality of ancient cults disappears; sanctuaries are destroyed or supplanted by churches, a Christian monoculture spreads over the Mediterranean world. Instead of ancient plurality prevailing, one religion that claims to possess the universal truth holds sway. The Medieval Period, which, according to the traditional narrative, we understand to be the beginning of intolerance, commences.

It is therefore tempting to view tolerance \textsuperscript{5} – or at least forbearance – as a hallmark of Graeco-Roman paganism, which seems to have conceded religious freedom to everybody; but this interpretation, which extols antiquity as a paradigm of a free society, is more problematic than it might seem at first glance. The practice of tolerance went as far as letting various cults coexist as long as there was no reason to suppress them, but there was no explicit concept of tolerance. Only with the spread of Christianity, which for various reasons could not simply coexist with other cults, the problem was conceptualized with two consequences: On the one hand freedom of religion was postulated as a fundamental right of humans. On the other hand the Roman state occasionally granted tolerance. This was only a short, but powerful moment in history that created concepts that would enrich European debates centuries later.\textsuperscript{6}

The suppression of the Bacchanalia

There is no doubt that there were limits to religious freedom in Rome. Let me give just two examples that may illustrate the problem of so-called pagan tolerance. Our first example comes from the year 186 BC. It was an epoch when Rome had asserted itself as the predominant power in the Mediterranean world: the whole of Italy was under Roman control. Greece had been conquered and granted liberty by the successful Roman general Quinticius Flamininus. In reality this meant Roman control since under the label of liberty every Greek town was independent and hence forbidden to form alliances that might challenge Rome. Moreover, in 188 the great king of the Seleucid Empire, Antioch III, had been defeated. No rival power remained in the Euromediterranean.

The honorable members of the Roman senate could be proud and feel safe, one might think, but they became nervous when they got notice of strange things taking place in Campania. This was a region where several prosperous towns existed, which were formally allied with Rome, but de facto depended on her. The strange incidents that worried the Roman senators were called Bacchanalia, the cult of Bacchus. Bacchus corresponded with Dionysus, the Greek god of wine who could also be identified with the traditional Roman god of Liber. In Campania something went wrong that forced the senate to intervene and issue new regulations in regard to this cult. They were engraved in a bronze tablet that has been preserved by chance: It was found in Tiriolo, a small Campanian town, where somebody decided to save this senatorial decree in an enduring form.\textsuperscript{7}

From a modern point of view, it might come as a surprise that the Roman senate intervened at all. This, however, is characteristic of Roman society since it did not presuppose the idea that religion had to be protected against political intervention.

\textsuperscript{3} There is a vast amount of literature on ancient religion(s), see for example OGDEN (ed.) (2007); RIVES (2007); RÜPKE (ed.) (2007); LINKE (2014).

\textsuperscript{4} On the concept of Christianization(s) LEPPIN (2012).

\textsuperscript{5} KAHLOS (2009) gives a rich overview about the discourses on tolerance in late antiquity. The book is fundamental for any further research on this topic, including this article. Kahlos distinguishes between forbearance as an attitude of patience towards ideas, practices and persons of whom one disapproves whereas toleration presupposes the incessant continuation of disagreement (8). KÖTTING (1977)

\textsuperscript{6} The word tolerare and its derivatives were not used in antiquity in the sense of tolerance; tolerantia means the ability to suffer steadfastly; cf. CANCEK (2009) 335. Interestingly, the German Grundgesetz which underlines the importance of human rights and religious liberty (esp. GG Art. 4, Abs. 1 E.) does not use the word Toleranz.

\textsuperscript{7} Sources: Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum I\textsuperscript{2} 581 (Inscriptiones Latinae Selectae 18); cf. Cicero, De legibus 2,37; the episode is also described by Livius 39.8–19, who, however, gives an account in the spirit of the time of Augustus and should not be trusted too much. Again, there is a lot of literature: PAILLER (1988); BEARD/NORTH/PRICE (1998) 91–96; TAKÁCS (2000), underlining the political context; for the religious context CAZANOVE (2000a); KRAUTER (2004) 297–304, who rightly underlines that polytheistic societies are capable of religious persecution.
The citizens of a town were also a religious community and the religious organization depended on the political one. Public cults, *sacra publica*, were entertained by the state, the center of which was formed by the senate. Public institutions nominated the priests responsible for the cults. Major priests were at the same time high magistrates for whom the investment with the dignity of religious and political elites coincided to a high degree.  

Consequently, it was the duty of the political elites to preserve the *pax Deorum*, the peace with the gods, which was fundamental for the *salus rei publicae*, the welfare of the state.  The peace with the gods was first of all guaranteed by the correct performance of the *sacra publica*, ensured by the senate. It could be endangered by malpractices of groups and individuals. The *Bacchanalia* of Campania seem to have been regarded as a danger of this kind. Thus, there could be no doubt that the senate had to be involved.

In regard to religious tolerance, this means that with the exception of the *sacra publica* every cult was in a precarious situation since the Senate could feel obliged to intervene. The adherents of the *Bacchanalia* could not claim to have been allowed to practice their cult or to possess the fundamental right to do so. Their practices had been forborn, but now they were subject to regulations of the Senate in a way that is characteristic of civic religion in the Graeco-Roman world.

What did the senate decree? The central proposition is the following: None of them shall seek to have a Bacchic shrine. But if there are some who say that it is essential for them to have a Bacchic shrine, they should appear before the urban praetor (who was a high magistrate responsible for the inner peace) in Rome, and our senate, when it has heard their case, should pass a decree on this matter, so long as no less than one hundred senators are present when the matter is considered.  The first sentence seems to express a general prohibition that is cut back in the next. By defining a procedure, the senate admits a possibility to secure a place for the *Bacchanalia*. It is no coincidence that the decree begins with the organization of space. Locality was a central principle of most ancient religions. Certain gods could only be venerated at certain places.

Equally characteristic is the group of the people named in the next paragraph not quoted here: Roman citizens and people who held the Latin citizenship, which was a lesser form of Roman citizenship, or allies – various groups belonging in different ways to the complex political organization of Rome. The senate did not intend to pass a regulation that affected all human beings. Religious practices were indissolubly connected with the idea of citizenship in its highly differentiated expressions.

The next passage reveals what the decree is all about: No man shall be a priest; no man or woman shall be a master. None of them shall seek to have money in common. No one shall seek to appoint either man or woman as master or acting master, or seek henceforth to exchange mutual oaths, vows, pledges or promises, nor shall anyone seek to create mutual guarantees. No one shall seek to perform rites in secret, nor shall anyone seek to perform rites in public or private or outside the city, unless he has approached the urban praetor and is given permission with a senatorial decree, so long as no less than one hundred senators are present when the matter is considered.

This paragraph exhibits the same structure as the first: A general prohibition is attenuated by the ensuing remarks that show the senators would not accept the emergence of a new religious associa-
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8 The importance of public cults does not exclude processes of individualization that are for example visible in mystery cults.


tion. The traditional order has to be preserved, in regard to gender as well as to political organization. Secret rites are generally forbidden and other practices are subject to approval by the senate.

There was a name for religious deviance, superstition, which lives on in the English word superstition. The meaning of the Latin term that indicates excessive fear of the gods includes foreign cults in a derogatory sense. They could be suppressed since they were regarded as dangerous for the whole society. \(^{12}\) The decree, however, does not use this word to disparage the Bacchanalia. The regulations for the Bacchanalia decreed by the senate were not based on the idea that the cult was false; the notion of true religion did not come in. The senate envisaged only those effects of a certain cult that might be dangerous to society. Consequently, there is no hint that its members intended to eliminate the Bacchanalia; the whole set of measures is only about restrictions. \(^{13}\)

This is again characteristic of the religious situation in Rome. We know of a number of prohibitions of religious practices. Acts like these are not denounced as scandalous by our sources, but mentioned as something that occurs and has to occur under certain circumstances. \(^{14}\) Yet, these measures never aim at the complete elimination of deviant religious groups as they enacted only constraints. One famous exception might be adduced: the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem in 70 AD under Vespasian: But there is no indication that the emperor planned to eradicate Jewish cult practices, which he supported otherwise. He probably only wanted to destroy this sanctuary in order to leave no doubt over his smashing victory and to demolish a building that had also served as a military bulwark. \(^{15}\)

There are more details in the senatorial verdict against the Bacchanalia that I will pass over since the picture is clear: the honorable members of the Roman senate had issued a decree that took into account what was important for Roman religion. Moreover, they had successfully asserted their right to intervene in the affairs of this kind in Italy, which was of the highest importance in terms of politics. \(^{16}\) They could be proud of themselves – as they liked to be.

The decree on the Bacchanalia allows practicing a certain religious cult. This was, however, not perceived as an individual right, but as a political concession. Nevertheless, it proved difficult for the senate to couch this adequately. They begin with a general prohibition, only to cut it back in the next sentence: on the basis of a petition to the praetor urbanus the senate can allow exceptions. These circumstantial handlings were probably necessary: obviously, complete liberty to organize religious practices existed in principle. But this was not said explicitly nor defined as an entitlement guaranteed by any law or institution and could be abolished by the senate, which was then also entitled to make exceptions.

Ironically, the position of the adherents of Bacchus had seemingly improved: if the senate agreed, they could now claim that they had the right to conduct their rituals. As a philosopher in the tradition of the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory Rainer Forst distinguishes four conceptions of tolerance. \(^{17}\) The weakest (and perhaps historically most important one) is tolerance of permission. This is the case when an authority or a majority permit a minority to live according to their convictions as long as they do not question the political order. The most famous case is that of the Edict of Nantes of 1598 that allowed the Huguenots freedom of worship until it was revoked by the Edict of Fontainebleau in 1685. This weak form of tolerance was what had been achieved in 186 BC.

\(^{12}\) Cicero, De natura Deorum 1.117; Nagy (2002) (in regard to Christians); Rüpke (2011a) 9–14 and 49–76; for the treatment in law s. for example Digesta 48.19.30 (Marc Aurel). The suppression of the Celtic Druids (Pli- nius, Naturalis historia 30.15; Suetonius, Vita Claudio 255) should be interpreted in this context. The de- struction of sanctuaries as narrated in Tacitus, Annales 14,30 is the reaction to military resistance supported by Druids.

\(^{13}\) It is difficult to say whether the regu- lation of the cult of Dionysus (Corpus des ordonnances des Ptolémées 29 = Berliner Griechische Urkunden VI 1211 = Sammelbuch II 7266) by Ptolemy IV (222/1 – 204 BC) should be connected with this event; cf. Huss (2001) 454–456.


\(^{15}\) Rives (2005).

\(^{16}\) Takács (2000); Cazanove (2000b) (for the meaning of foederati in this context).

but interestingly only on the basis of a prohibition that had to precede the permission. This is quite a different concept of tolerance than in early modern Europe. On the other hand, there was no general ban on foreign or on new cults in Rome explicitly, be they introduced by the state or by private agents. 18 With the growing complexity of society the Romans had a choice beyond and in addition to the civic cults, a situation that has been compared to a market. 19 Individuals could combine various cults; they could feel attached to several gods and practices without being forced to give a preference to one of them. What might be called tolerance went so far. But they had no right to religious freedom and there was no law guaranteeing the toleration of cults.

The persecution of Christians

As it is impossible to trace the whole range of ramifications of the problem here, 20 we have to move on in time rapidly, to the year 250 AD, more than 400 years after the regulation of the Bacchanaalia. The Roman Empire had grown; the Republic had turned into a stable monarchy that seemingly retained most of the Republican traditions in regard to religion. But now, in the mid 3rd century, Rome was under attack on various borders and the state reacted in an imposing way. In 250, during the first year of the reign of Emperor Decius, a certain Aurelia Bellias, daughter of Peteres, and her daughter, Kapinis, appeared before the commission in charge of the sacred victims and sacrifices in the Egyptian village of Theadelphia. They assured the jury that they had constantly sacrificed; now they poured a libation, sacrificed and ate from the victim before the eyes of the commission; finally, they asked for the certificate that documented this. The commission, consisting of Aurelius Serenus and Aurelius Hermas, did its duty and released the certificate on a papyrus. A certain Hermas signed it in person, as one may decipher on the papyrus that has survived in the dry conditions of the Egyptian desert, an inconspicuous testimony of a dramatic period. 21

Certificates of this kind are only known from the reign of Decius (249–251), who had, it appears, ordered all Roman citizens to conduct sacrifices to pagan gods. They bear testimony to a highly unusual measure that nevertheless is the consequence of significant developments in Roman religious history. We do not know exactly what the Edict of Decius entailed, but there can be no doubt that the sacrifices were supposed to placate the gods, to restore pax Deorum. 22 Since those living in the 3rd century experienced a military crisis and were used to interpreting crises as expressions of divine wrath, an answer in terms of religion suggested itself.

It is unclear whether Decius intended to persecute Christians; perhaps he only wanted to stage an impressive manifestation. But the Christians could not help but interpret this as a persecution: it was widely known that Christians declined to offer sacrifices because of their religious convictions. They believed only in one true God, who forbade the cult of any other divine being, and they claimed the right to decide themselves which belief was true instead of relying on tradition and political authorities. Some Christians had been punished for their defiance of traditional practices, but there had never been a systematic persecution before, except for certain local events such as the persecution in Lyon under Marcus Aurelius (161–180). 23 Under Decius, many Christians – but not all of them – refused to sacrifice and were duly punished, often executed. This was a short thunderstorm and with the death of Decius in 251, the obligatory sacrifices seem to have come to an end.

The interpretation of the episode is controversial: even if the persecution of Christians that resulted from Decius’ edict was intentional, one thing is clear: Decius did not take measures to eliminate Christianity. He only wanted the Chris-

18 Cf. Digesta 47.22.1.1 (Marcianus).
19 For the market place model and its limitations see e.g. NORTH (1992).
20 ARENA (2011) 149–159 gives a useful sketch of the history of the problem of religious restrictions during the late Republic against the background of the Roman idea of libertas.
21 Papyrus Oxyrhynchus IV 658.
22 RIVES (1999); BLECKMANN (2006), who underlines the act of loyalty to the emperor which was also connected to this sacrifice.
23 Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 5.1.
tians to offer sacrifices. He did not destroy Christian buildings, he did not imprison clerics systematically, and he did not burn their scriptures—provisions that would be taken later by other rulers. Perhaps he did not even sense that numerous Christians felt they were being hit hard by his edict since there had been Christian participation in public festivals in the past, which by necessity also had pagan implications. 24

Decius’ edict on the sacrifices was outrageous not only for Christians of antiquity, but also from a modern point of view. People were forced to conduct a religious ceremony. But the obligation to participate in civic cults had always been customary in classical societies because the pax Deorum had to be maintained. We know of several laws from various towns from Hellenistic times that ordered all citizens to join in certain processions or festivals. Some even regulated the attire to be worn by the participants. 25 But these phenomena must again be interpreted against the background of civic religion. The participation was the consequence of holding the status of citizen. As long as this was perceived as an honor, the problem of constrain did not come in. Perhaps some people were negligent and preferred to stay at home, which necessitated the ruling of those laws, but there could be no doubt that citizens as a religious community had to take part in those festivals; the laws were an appeal to civic responsibility. For non-citizens, they were of no relevance.

Under the principate, Roman religion was confronted with new challenges. With the expansion of the Roman Empire now spanning over hundreds of cities, things changed gradually. In principle, all the inhabitants of the empire were expected to take part in sacrifices although there was no imperial organization of sacrifices. Christians notoriously refused to do so, even under the pressure of capital punishment. An anxious letter to the emperor Trajan (98–117) written by the unnerved governor of Bithynia and Pontus, Pliny, illustrates how difficult it was to deal with those recalcitrant people who declined any sacrifice. The emperor enjoined capital punishment for those who continued in their attitude, but ordered not to search for them systematically. 26 Although the emperor disapproved of organized enforcement, the obligation remained with everybody.

The principate brought a new religious phenomenon: The cult of the emperor that grew from several roots had begun under Augustus and steadily gained in importance. It was an ocumenical cult since it comprised every inhabitant of the empire; even slaves were expected to take part. 27 Furthermore, various practices and cults grew more similar. The result has been called Reichsreligion (imperial religion). 28 The emergence of this should be seen within the context of Romanization, the expansion of Roman urban statutes and the growing diffusion of cults in the peaceful empire with its excellent means of communication. This resulted in a certain degree of religious homogenization. Reichsreligion did not, however, constitute a compact system of doctrines; there was no imperial priesthood spanning the whole empire. The emperor was pontifex maximus, but this role affected only Roman cults. Reichsreligion was not an imperial organisation, but the result of a process of assimilation that originated in various parts of the empire, not only in Rome.

When Caracalla (211–217) bequeathed citizenship on almost all inhabitants of the Roman Empire with the Constitutio Antoniniana, the empire was transformed into a kind of polis. Consequently, he requested all the new citizens to cele-

24 This seems to be implied in Tertullian, De idololatria 13. But he does not decry Christian participation in sacrifices.
27 Fishwick (1987–2004); Gradel (2002); Cançik/Hitzel (eds.) (2003); the perception of the emperor as god has been underlined by Clauss (1999).
brate with him. The Roman Empire had turned into a gigantic cultic community – with the exception of some stubborn Christians and Jews who nevertheless enjoyed the interest of the imperial family. This form of paganism, which affected the whole oikoumene and the civilized world of that time, might be called oecumenical paganism.

Speaking about freedom of religion

Oecumenical paganism, if understood in this sense, did not suspend the principle of religious locality, but it went beyond the borders of locality and of specific cults. The concept of religion had thus broadened and gained a more generalized character. It was in this historical context that the discourse on religious freedom came to the fore and the phrase *libertas religiosis*, freedom of religion, was used or better: is attested for the first time in history. This Latin phrase had, as far as I can see, no precedence in Greek; in fact, it seems to have been the invention of the Latin-speaking culture.

The first author we know of to use this phrase was Tertullian, a Christian from Carthage who had received an excellent education in law and who was a prolific writer. He did not occupy an office in the church. Instead, his authority was based on several rhetorically brilliant texts that discuss the relationship between Christians and their social environment with the intention to strengthen the barrier between Christians and pagans. In 197, several years before the *Constitutio Antoniniana*, he composed an apology formally addressed to the Roman governor that laments attacks on Christians. Having shown that the pagan gods are only demons he goes on in a seemingly generous way: *Let one man worship God, another jove; let this man raise supplicant hands to heaven, that man to the altar of Fides; let one (if you so suppose) count the clouds as he prays, another the panels of the ceiling; let one dedicate his own soul to his god, another a goat’s. Look to it, whether this also may form part of the accusation of irreligion – to do away with freedom of religion, to forbid a man choice of deity, so that I may not worship whom I would, but am forced to worship whom I would not. No one, not even a man, will wish to receive reluctant worship.*

Tertullian speaks about freedom of religion that expresses itself in multifarious religious practices and which one could also translate as ‘freedom of worship’. It is not a right conceded by the state, but a consequence of the will of the gods to be worshipped properly. The question of doctrine, so typical for Christians, is not addressed by Tertullian here, which does not mean that he was unaware of the problem. But in this passage he is discussing what used to be done in his environment and these were mostly traditional rituals. Tertullian observes the variety of rituals that in part seem odd, and claims for the Christians the same freedom to worship their god that the others possessed.

The concept of religious freedom cannot have been completely new. Tertullian expects his audience to understand what he means. It was widely held that worship is only acceptable if performed willingly. This goes back to Stoic conceptions of ethical actions that are expected to be autono-

29 Papyrus Gisensis 40 L, 3–8. The Severan author Cassius Dio puts a speech in Maecenas’ mouth that is in fact a theory of monarchy. According to him, the emperor should force his subjects to practice religion in a traditional way and ban foreign cults (52,36,1f); for the Severan background s. Manuwald (1979) 21–25.

30 See Roberto (2011).

31 I take this word (oikoumenikos in Greek) from the organization of the participants in Greek competitions (agônes), see Millar (2001) 436–463; Schwertheim / Petzl (2006); but see also Aelius Aristides, in Rome 10f.

32 Tertullian, Apologeticum 24.5 [5] Coda: *alia ad deum, alias losem; alias ad caelum manus supplices tendat, alias ad aram Fidei manus; alias (si hoc putatis) nubes numeret orans, alias lacanaria; alias suam animam deo suo voveat, alias hirci.* Videte enim, ne et hoc ad irreligionis elogium concurrat, adi- mere libertatem religiosis et interdicere optionem divinitatis, ut non liceat mihi non liceat, quod et ego, solus et nec vos, quod non liceat, quod non liceat. Nemo se ab invito coli volet, ne homo quidem. Tranl. by T. R. Glover; see now the extensive commentary by Georges (2011) 409–411; see also Bélanger (1985) (for the context in Tertullian’s œuvre); and Arena (2011) 160–163 for the implications of libertas. For the comparison with Jewish ideas cf. Stroumsa (1998).

33 Tveell (2010) 212, underlines that the problem is defined by the Nachfrageseite. This essay is also an impressive introduction into the question of the renaissance of religious liberty in the early modern history of the occi-
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mous; but Tertullian is the first thinker we know of to interpret this as an argument for freedom of religion in a general sense. He wants the Christians to be allowed to do whatever they deemed right in religion. In a treatise composed 15 years later, in 212, while not picking up the phrase libertas religiosis, he repeats the argument that religion should be practiced willingly and defines this even as ius humanum. The translation of this phrase as human right is suggestive (and by no means false), but it gives the wrong impression that Tertullian bases his reasoning on a consistent concept of human rights that developed much later. Nevertheless, the idea that this right should be regarded as something that was beyond political control had been articulated.

The other claim in Tertullian’s text, not to differentiate between Christians and others in religious questions, was by no means new. A generation earlier, under Marcus Aurelius, the Christian apologist Athenagoras of Athens had already underlined that all the various peoples of the empire were allowed to follow their traditions, except for the Christians. This was a plea of tolerance in the traditional sense: Christians were to be regarded as an ethnus, a nation, as others were, namely the Jews. One could term this attitude ethnic tolerance. The necessity to act in this sense must have seemed self-evident for many people in ancient society. Already Herodotus had reflected the diversity and the similarity of the cults in various ancient groups. Most of them could be interpreted as mutually inclusive against the backdrop of the idea of interpretatio Graeca sive Romana. Jews were different. Even if they were justified by the age of their tradition, Christians could feel entitled to claim a similar position.

With oecumenical paganism, which was beyond ethnic concepts, the terms of trade had changed. Consequently, Tertullian had to articulate a plea that was more general in character, libertas religiosis. There is one thing in this episode that harks back to the Bacchanalia affair: Religious freedom is something that seems to simply exist. It can be taken away (adimere), but this is against the will of the gods. Tertullian’s argument is not based on the idea of the protection of the individual from religious coercion. Rather, he asks the rhetorical question whether the being adored will like to be worshipped unwillingly. This means that the rituals will not work. Therefore, taking away religious freedom is a kind of sacrilege or irreligion. He called it irreligiositas, a word that he might have invented himself. Tertullian focuses on the success of religious practices, not on personal freedom. Moreover, the concept is not central to Tertullian’s argument; it is not even the climax since he afterwards highlights that the absurdities of Egyptian and other foreign cults are allowed, but not the cult of his only true god.

One could even make a more radical proposition, which might sound cynical at first: religious freedom was not interesting for Christians since persecutions offered an exciting alternative, martyrdom. Christians who were killed because of their belief were regarded as holy. In a strictly Christian sense this was better than simply continuing to live. Tertullian’s request is therefore not a wholehearted plea for intellectual freedom in the sense of Marquis Posa in Schiller’s Don Karlos, it is rather a rhetorical device to show the inconsistency of pagan religious politics in his times. But the fact that the idea had been articulated is important in itself because the idea was in the world and could be used in a more general sense.

Considering these points, it comes as no surprise that libertas religiosis, which was to have a great history in later epochs, was not a groundbreaking concept in antiquity. Tertullian’s phrase remains isolated. Other writers did not return to it for a long time. Only decades later, at the beginning of the 4th century, another Christian thinker, Lactantius, discussed the question of religious freedom. Although he does not use the phrase of libertas religiosis, he speaks about libertas several times in the context of religion, underlining that

34 Cancek (2005) 98 f.;
35 Tertullianus, Ad Scapulum 2.2; cf. Cancek (2009).
true religion is only possible if it is voluntary and not enforced. Lactantius is more elaborate than Tertullian, but again religious freedom is not defined as a value in itself, but as an argument to highlight the futility of violence in the field of religion. 38 Passages such as those might work as a justification of religious plurality, even if Lactan-
tius is convinced that there was only one true religion. His plea, however, is primarily an argument against religious persecution as suffered by the Christians in those days and not the master plan for establishing a tolerant society. He did not find an intellectual successor in antiquity.

A window of opportunity?

Nevertheless, by the time Lactantius was writing Christians had experienced decades of peace that had put an end to the persecution of Christians initiated by Valerianus in 257. Whereas the anti-Christian intention of Decius’ measures had remained unclear, this persecution turned against Christians deliberately, focusing on meeting places, Christian functionaries and members of the upper orders who had converted to Christianity. 39 Only three years later Valerian was captured by the Persians – the ultimate humiliation for a Roman leader – and his son and successor Gallienus stopped the persecution, apparently allowing everybody to do what suited their tradition (tà ex ethous epiteleit). Since tradition was fundamental for ethnic identity, the emperor seems to subscribe to the concept of ethnic tolerance. The church historian Eusebius calls the result freedom (eleuthería), but restricts his comments to the restitution of Christian property. 40

Some forty years later Diocletian launched a systematic persecution of Christians that was to last several years. This is the time when Lactantius pinned down his ideas about religious freedom. At the end of this persecution in 311 a formal edict was issued by the tetrarchs, among them Galerius whom Christians, most polemically Lactantius, regarded as the key figure in the persecution. Diocletian himself had abdicated before. Let us take a closer look at it: Among other arrangements which we are always accustomed to make for the prosperity and welfare of the republic, we had desired formerly to bring all things into harmony with the ancient laws and public order of the Romans, and to provide that even the Christians who had left the religion of their fathers should come back to reason; since, indeed, the Christians themselves, for some reason, had followed such a caprice and had fallen into such a folly that they would not obey the institutes of antiquity, which perchance their own ancestors had first established; but at their own will and pleasure, they would thus make laws unto themselves which they should observe and would collect various peoples in diverse places in congregations. We are still in the middle of a long Latin sentence, nevertheless, I will allow myself an interjection, as Galerius is describing exactly what was specific about Christianity: Christians claimed to make their own decisions even if those choices went against tradition. 41 In contrast to the suggestion in Gallienus’ order Christians are not interpreted as representatives of a tradition. Galerius pursues his lament forcefully:

Finally when our law had been promulgated to the effect that they should conform to the institutes of antiquity, many were subdued by the fear of danger, many even suffered death. And yet since most of them persevered in their determination, and we saw that they neither paid the reverence and awe due to the gods nor worshipped the God of the Christians, in view of our most mild clemency and the constant habit by which we are accustomed to grant indulgence to all, we thought that we ought to grant our most prompt indulgence also to these, so that they may again be Christians and may hold their conventicles, provided they do nothing contrary to good order. But we shall tell the magistrates in another letter what they ought to do. Wherefore, for this our indulgence, they (sc. the Christians) ought to pray to their God for our safety, for

39 Schwarte (1989); Glas (2014).
40 Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 7.13.
41 But Manicheans, who are unfortunately neglected in this article, posed a similar problem, see the wording pro arbitrio suo in an anti-Manichean law by Diocletian (Mosaicarum et Romanarum legum collatio 15.3.3 = Fontes Iuris Romani Anteustiniani II 580).
that of the republic, and for their own, that the republic may continue uninjured on every side, and that they may be able to live securely in their homes. 42

This edict does not proclaim toleration in general, but grants it to the Christians solely as an act of indulgence. It is not about individual religious freedom as a personal right even if Christians now enjoyed the freedom to pray to their God. The emperor’s reasoning is remarkable: it would have been a better result of the persecutions if all Christians had returned to the old customs. Since this was not possible, they should at least revere their own god – this thought is obviously based on the concept of pax Deorum. And Galerius saves face by enjoining something to the Christians, to pray for the emperor and the state (which they claimed to do anyway). But as the senate had done 500 years before Galerius feels entitled to set rules that affect what we would regard as the inner affairs of a religious community. Consequently, Galerius did not extol the worth of religious freedom, but accepted what was unavoidable, perhaps he even felt obliged to justify his measures before the traditionalists.

Two years later, in 313, when Galerius was dead and Constantine the Great and Licinius had become rulers of the whole empire, they met at Milan to discuss the consequences of the end of the persecution. Their agreement, which is here addressed to a governor, begins in a high tone: When I, Constantine Augustus, as well as I, Licinius Augustus, fortunately met in Milan, and were considering everything that pertained to the public welfare and security, we thought –, among other things which we saw would be for the good of many, those regulations pertaining to the reverence of the Divinity ought certainly to be made first, so that we might grant to the Christians and others full authority to observe that religion which each preferred; whence any Divinity whatsoever in the seat of the heavens may be propitious and kindly disposed to us and all who are placed under our rule. And thus by this wholesome counsel and most upright provision we thought to arrange that no one whatsoever should be denied the opportunity to give his heart to the observance of the Christian religion, of that religion which he should think best for himself, so that the Supreme Deity, to whose worship we freely yield our hearts may show in all things His usual favor and benevolence. Therefore, your Worship should know that it has pleased us to remove all conditions whatsoever, which were in the rescripts formerly given to you officially, concerning the Christians and now any one of these who wishes to observe Christian religion may do so freely and openly, without molestation. We thought it fit to commend these things most fully to your care that you may know that we have given to those Christians free and unrestricted opportunity of religious worship. When you see that this has been granted to them by us, your Worship will know that we have also conceded to other religions the right of open and free observance of their worship for the sake of the peace of our times, that each one may have the free opportunity to worship as he pleases; this regulation is made we that we may not seem to detract from any
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dignity or any religion. It is the first time in history that rulers expressly concede general and unqualified religious freedom – although Gallienus’ edict might have sounded similar. The text is imbued by the rhetoric of liberty and decision. But it is quite different from what modernity considers as freedom of religion: The main reason for the rulers to grant freedom is peace, not the idea of an entitlement of individuals to religious freedom. And it is peace of our times, as they say; this is not a law that is based on fundamental norms, but an agreement that answers to current problems. The ensuing paragraphs of the text are dedicated to regulations about Christian property that had been seized during the persecutions.

On a practical level the agreement of Milan offered solutions for disputes about property rights that had emerged from the persecutions. Nevertheless, the edict stands out as a sign of how far Romans could go politically in regard to religious freedom. But it did not develop into a fundamental principle of the late antique state. It is an isolated example more cherished by later generations than by contemporaries.

In the eastern part of the empire Maximinus Daia, a tetrarch who seems to have lent his support to a renaissance of pagan cult, granted tolerance to Christians after the issue of the Galerius edict, but with restraints. Among them the following stands out: Reacting to complaints about Christ-

43 Lactantius, De mortibus persecutorum 48: Cum feliciter tam ego [quam] Constantinus Augustus quam etiam ego Licinius Augustus apud Mediolanum convenisset atque universa quae ad commoda et securitatem publicam pertinent, in tractatu habebatur, haec inter cetera quae videbamus pluribus hominibus profutura, vel in praevis ordinanda esse credidimus, quibus divinitatis revertere continentur, ut daremus et Christianis et omnibus liberam potestatem sequendi religionem quam quisque voluisse, quod quisquid <est> divinitatis in se ipsa carente nobis atque omnibus qui sub potestate nostra sunt constituit, placatums ad propositum possit existere. 3 Ilaque hoc consilium salvabi ac rectissimam ratione imiendo esse credidimus, ut nulli omnino facultatem abnegandum putaremus, qui vel observationis Christianorum vel ei religionis mentem suam deederent quam ipsis sibi aptissimam esse sentiret, ut possis nobis summa divitias, cujus religionis liberis mentibus obsequiarum, in omnibus solutum faeoreum sunt beontesimetiamque praestaret. 4 Quare scrie dictationem tuam convenit placuisse nobis, ut omnis omnibus omnino condicionibus quae prius scriptis ad officium tuum datis super Christianorum nomine <continebantur, et quae prorsus sineista et a nostrorum alia etiam <videbatur, <ea removentur. Et> nec libere ac simpliciter unum quique eorum, qui eandem observatione religionis Christianorum gerunt voluntatem citram ullam inquiwedubium ac molestiam sui id ipso observare contendant. 5 Quae solicitudin tuae plenissime significatione esse credidimus, quo etsi nos liberam atque abolutam colendae religionis suae facultatem idem Christianis dedisse. 6 Quod cum idem a nobis induendum esse perversa, intellegit dicat tua etiam alius religionis suae vel obseruantiae potestatem similitur aperiam et liberam pro quae temporis nostri esse concessam, ut in colendo quod quisque delegaret, habeat liberam facultatem. 7 Quod a nobis factum est ut neque cuiquam honoris nonique ciquam religionis <dextarum> aliquid a nobis <videatur>. 8 Atque hoc insuper in persona Christianorum statuendum esse consensum, quod si eadem loca, ad quae ante convenire consuerant, de quisbus etiam datis ad officium tuum litteris certa atque formae fuerit comprehensa, priore tempore aliqui vel a fisco nostro vel ab alio quocumque videntur esse mercatis, eadem Christianis sine pecunia et sine utili preti pretione, postposita omni frustratione atque ambiguitate restituendi, qui etiam dono fuerunt consecuti, eadem ut antiquius reddeant; etiam vel qui eunxerunt vel qui dono fuerunt consecuti, si petiverint de nostra benivolentia aliquid, vicarium postulent, quo et ipsis per diem conclusam atque absolutam colendae religionis suae potestatem sequendi religionem (nos) sancto latere non possit. Translation according to http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/edict-milan.asp; for the Greek version cf. Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 10.5.1–14 (with minor differences).

44 Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 10.5.2 (eleutheria tês threskeías); Lactantius, De mortibus persecutorum 48.2 (liberam potestatem sequendi religionem quam quisque saluisset, quod quisquid <est> divinitatis in se carente).
tians that allegedly he himself had solicited he ruled that in relevant places Christians had to be separated from city and territory. In those cases, toleration might have meant segregation. But where could Christians retreat if the measures affected the countryside, too? No wonder that Christians interpreted his comportment as persecution. On the other hand, their situation appears to have depended on local circumstances: Even if towns seem to have been encouraged to protest against the polluting presence of Christianity, they were not forced to do so. If this policy had prevailed, the ancient principle of locality of religion might have been reestablished in a curious way. After the battle of the Milvian Bridge, Maximinus appears to have been forced to grant Christians more rights. In the end, he issued an edict that allowed Christians (and others) to join whatever religious observance they chose and even granted the Christians the restitution of their rightful possessions following the example of the agreement of Milan.

From persecuted to persecutors

Tolerance or even forbearance and religious freedom were, to put it mildly, not to become hallmarks of the Christian empire. On the contrary, pagans and heretics were soon to suffer persecution: Christians claimed to possess a truth that was relevant for every human being and had to be handed over to every single man or woman. Everybody had to be converted to the truth—otherwise he would lose the prospect of eternal life. From a pastoral point of view, it was difficult to accept that people did not embrace what God had given them. In consequence, people who did not accept the truth had to be persuaded and some thought: by whatever means. And a Christian emperor had a major responsibility for converting his subjects, which by necessity resulted in a policy that was extremely intolerant not only by modern standards.

I am not able to pursue in this context all the ramifications of anti-heretic or anti-pagan measures and the occasional acts of tolerance in late antiquity. Instead, I will only hint at two basic developments: In the debates with the heretics a new issue came to the fore: doctrine, since Christian groups quarreled about the exact verbalization of Christian truth. Church councils and the corresponding imperial laws reinforced certain confessions. Unlike with pagan religion, the rulers were not able to decide on those issues independently. The basis had to be laid by ecclesiastical institutions, be they councils or authoritative Christian figures such as bishops.

Heretics were persecuted with significantly more perseverance than pagans whereas Jews enjoyed forbearance. Laws against heretics preceded those against pagans. There is, however, one law that pronounced a kind of tolerance towards heretics. It is a letter sent by Constantine to the bishops and the parishioners of Africa. This text sets an end to the repeated attempts of the emperor to suppress the Donatists, a Christian group that claimed to have stayed intact during the persecution of Diocletian in contrast to the other Christians. In this text Constantine grudgingly accepts

46 Cf. Lactantius, De mortibus persecutorum 36.3; Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 9.2–4 and 7; Inschriften von Kleinasien 48.12 (Année Épigraphique [1988] no. 1046); Tituli Asiae Minoris II 3,783; Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum III 12132) from Arycanda and Collasa) with Mitchell (1988), also for a thorough reconstruction of the series of edicts regarding religious freedom of the Christians.

47 The importance of towns has been underlined by Arena (2008).

48 Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 9.9a, esp. 4–9, and again, a more generous regulation, Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 9.10.7–11.

49 For Christian Heilsgespräch (care for salvation) as a potential root of Christian intolerance Schmidt-Leukel (2000) (who highlights alternative interpretations of Christianity); from a historical perspective in various contributions Strousma (1993); Strousma (2011); Angenendt (2008) discusses the problem in a trans-episcopal perspective. The same problem is debated in Speyer (1996), for a personal survey.

50 There are several useful studies, for example Noethlichs (1971); Noethlichs (1986); Kahlos (2009) 56–233, Athanassiadi (2010) 71–212 offers an interpretation of this time within a far-reaching model that describes the development from an anthropocentric to a theocentric mentality.

51 I have dealt with the problem more extensively in Leppin (2013).

52 Optatus of Mileve, De schismate Donatistarum adversus Parmeniarum, Appendix 9. In this text the meaning of tolerans comes close to the concept of tolerance.
realities. His main argument consists of the observation that tolerance is less dangerous than suppression; in this regard, the text is reminiscent of Galerius’ so-called edict of toleration. In contrast to Galerius, however, Constantine appeals to Christian virtues such as peacefulness and trust in the final judgment of God, which embeds forbearance in a new context. When he wrote to the inhabitants of the eastern provinces after his victory over Licinius (324), he praised in generous and general words tolerance even towards people that erred. But he did not prove to be a trendsetter. Anti-pagan and anti-heretic legislation grew in importance and in harshness during the next centuries.

There was another radical innovation in Christian religious policy: Deviant Christians and pagans were not only punished and corrected, but their practices were menaced with elimination. The anti-pagan laws of Theodosius the Great, which, however, were published only at the end of the century, make this quite clear as a short passage from a law of 392 may illustrate: *No person at all, of any class or order whatsoever of men or of dignities, whether he occupies a position of power or has completed such honors, whether he is powerful by the lot of birth or is humble in lineage, legal status and fortune, shall sacrifice an innocent victim to senseless images in any place at all or in any city. He shall not, by more secret wickedness, venerate his lares with fire, his genius with wine, his penates with fragrant odors; he shall not burn lights to them, place incense before them, or suspend wreaths for them.* The whole set of practices defined as pagan by Christians was at stake.

For obvious reasons, it was the pagans’ turn to plead for religious liberty now. In 384 the urban prefect of Rome Symmachus, addressing an elaborate speech to the emperor, asked for the restoration of certain pagan cults in Rome. Unlike his Christian predecessors, he based his argument not on a concept of religious freedom, but on the power of tradition and on the idea that the superior being could be contacted over various ways since there were different traditions. Furthermore, the argument that religion cannot be enforced, but has to be voluntary was well established among pagans who turned it against Christians. Let me only give one example: Libanius, a famous orator from Antioch in the east, criticized magistrates and monks who destroyed temples underlining that the destruction of sanctuaries would not convert anybody. The same line of reasoning can also be found in a speech of the official orator from the capital of Constantinople, Themistius. This is the most circumstantial plead for tolerance in antiquity. The argument is based on political considerations (the weakness of the emperor who can act as a balance), anthropology (belief cannot be enforced), and ethics (tolerance is against violence). All those remarks were nothing more than reminders of the futility of religious force, not energetic pleas for individual rights. But they document the survival of the idea that religion must not be imposed on people.

From a Christian perspective, however, this was not so clear, even if influential bishops such as Athanasius of Alexandria or Ambrose of Milan underlined that truth could not be established by force, but only by arguments. As I stressed above, Christians might feel (and many did feel) bound for charity’s sake to convert as many people as possible in order to save their souls and they had now gained the power to do so. The ambivalence of Christianity in regard to religious freedom becomes clear in the work of Augustine of Hippo. He feels responsible for those who do not follow the true faith and he dearly wishes to contribute to their salvation, which is possible only within his church. On the other hand, he is in principle against coercion of belief for the reasons that were well known. Thus, in his early years, he pleads for tolerance, but against the background of his conviction that true Christianity will be successful in

---

54 Codex Theodosianus 16.10.12: *nullus omnino ex quolibet genere ordine hominum dignitatum vel in potestate postitus vel honore perfunctus, sive potens sorte nascendi seu humilis genere condicione orta in nullo potestas loco, in nulla urbe sen- su carentibus simulacris vel insontem victimam caedat vel secretoire piaci-

lo larem igne, mero genium, penates odor veneratus accendat lumina, imponat tura, serta suspendat (transl. Pharr).
55 Correspondingly, Julian, in Epistula 61c Bidez-Comont = 36 Wright (423 C) declares that the gods have presented liberty to the pagans with his rule.
56 Symmachus, Relatio 3.8; for the intellectual background of Symmachus and Themistius see e.g. Anno (1996); Kahlos (2011).
58 Libanius, Oratio 18122; Themistius, Oratio 5.67b–68c.
59 See e.g. Athanasius, Historia Arianorum 33.2–3; Ambrosius, Epistula 5.17.
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the end; his tolerance derives from his pastoral attitude, not from respect for diverging convictions.

Thus, he could change his attitude quite easily when necessary: Later on, being not only a theologian, but also a bishop who had to assert himself against heretics, he accepted the necessity to force heretics into his church since in contrast to pagans they were in a position to know the truth. Thus, the pastoral attitude of Christianity, the Christian love for the sinner, could turn into constraint when the sinner declined to open his heart. In his best interest he had to be included into Augustine’s community, even unwillingly. 60

Conclusions

The problem of freedom of religion in Rome must be seen in the context of the tension between oecumenical paganism and universal Christianity. It is not enough to construct an opposition between tolerant polytheism and intolerant monotheism. A practice of tolerance existed in pagan Rome, but tolerance was rarely reflected and never conceived as a guiding political principle. 61

The monotheistic religion of Christianity was universal from the very beginning and exclusive at the same time. Christians had begun arguing that they should be treated like other religions or other nations for that matter. Yet, under the impression of oecumenical paganism some Christians articulated a universal idea of freedom of religion, even in the emphatic sense as the fundamental right of every human being. Thus, this concept appears to have emerged in the Roman world with the connection between empire and empire-wide cult that had begun with the emperor’s cult and was intensified under the Severans, who interpreted the empire as a polis. This made it impossible to simply define the Christians, who could not claim the traditional privileges of the Jews, as an ethnos. Under Decius, the deadly consequences of oecumenical paganism had been revealed, although Decius probably did not intend to open war against Christendom as such. 62 Above all, Tertullian, who articulated the idea of freedom of religion, wanted to expose the contradictory character of oecumenical paganism; but in doing so he articulated a thought that was more far-reaching than he could expect.

The term and the concept of religious freedom were bequeathed to later generations. In antiquity, however, freedom of religion was never enshrined in a law and not conceived as a fundamental entitlement of the individual. By contrast it was a mere consequence of the idea and the experience that religious belief could not be enforced. The exclusive attitude of Christians even led to an eliminatory approach to other religions that governed state politics to a rising degree after Christianity had developed into the religion of the Roman elites. 63

Christianity engendered the idea of freedom of religion in a general sense on the one hand and the idea of religious elimination on the other. The dialectics of early Christianity gave birth to the idea of religious freedom as well as to systematic religious repression. This was to be a precious and at the same time toxic normative legacy for Europe.

The ambivalence was to endure for centuries causing bloody wars as well as poignant pleas for freedom. As modern research has underlined the Christian and late antique heritage in early Islam, it would be very important to trace the translation of the idea of freedom of religion in this cultural world. It is not only a problem of European, but also of Mediterranean history.

The contestable impression that paganism stood for tolerance has had its own historical impact. In

62 In a pointed argument Athanassiadi (2010) 56–60 interprets Decius as a predecessor of Constantine.
63 Cf. for the problem of Christian violence e.g. Hahn (2004); Gaddis (2005); Drake (2011).
a classicizing discourse, it seemed to confirm that plurality was possible. The reflections about tolerance quoted in this article were well known in early modern Europe. They certainly helped to establish and, most of all, to legitimize the idea of tolerance and of religious freedom as a personal right in Europe, even if that was not their original intention. As so often, the translation of a tradition which was regarded as classical, allowed the Europeans to perceive alternatives in antiquity which could turn into alternatives in reality.
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